
March 2019 Update

This past month has seen my profile grow by an average of 0.88%. This growth is smaller than
anticipated, however February is a shorter month, which can affect payments. This month my
highest returns came from Crowdestor (1.35%), Envestio (1.33%) and Grupeer (1.22%).
Read more

Read more

Bondora Go & Grow Review (2019 Update)

Go & Grow is an investment service offered by the P2P investment platform Bondora, which allows
investors to invest in an investment account paying 6.75% p.a. Investors are able to track returns on
a daily basis, and any investment can be liquidated at any time. The investment is catered for people
looking for lower risk …
Read more

Read more
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Grupeer - 1% cashback on all new
loan originators announced

Grupeer has announced a 1% cashback offer
on all loans issued by new loan originators,
listed on the platform. The announcement
comes after Grupeer has welcomed
DoZarplati, a new loan originator from Russia.
The cashback is apart of the "Warm Grupeer
Welcome", which will last for 7 days after a
loan originator joins the Grupeer platform.
Grupeer currently offers an …
Read more

Read more

Website Creation - Live Indexing by
Yoast Announced

If you use Yoast SEO for Search Engine
Optimisation (SEO), then you will soon be able
to experience live indexing. This means that
your published, updated or deleted posts will
be shown nearly instantaneously in Google
and Bing. The new tools work by sending a
message with post update information to Bing,
which will check those changes within 1
minute …
Read more

Read more

If you have friends that would be interested in the above information, please forward this email.

We handle your data reasonably. Please find out more about our Privacy Policy.
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